Educ-Arts
United Kingdom: Gecko Arts And Media
Course Structure
Thematic area: Community Events (music, dance, or still art, etc)
Summary
The course is a series of six workshops of three hours each that culminate in an Event
Plan, which is then followed by the delivery the Event itself.
This course structure template created for the event course could be forwarded to
local community groups as an example of good practice for the locality and the target
group, and provide them with a focus and side-memoire for the preparation and
planning of an event.
The essential premise is that it is impossible to know the needs of the 50+ community
unless we ask realistic questions. It is self evident that individual will want to pursue
their own interests however it is imperative that the following process is pursued.
Objectives
The aim is to create a community event for the 50 + age group, which will engage that
specific part of the local community and enact an event via a group exercise or
manage a real local event.
The important element is that it should reflect the importance and impacts of
community events on this community both engaging them in the management and the
activity itself.
This proposal is not ethnically, regionally or nationally sensitive its only premise is
that all communities should begin with research and questioning.
Venue
The appropriate space is any space appropriate for a meeting of the group. The
workshops are not teaching events with didactic limitations, but workshops that are
best facilitated by an expert, but could be facilitated by the group itself.
Duration
Six workshops of three hours each
Equipment
Whiteboard for planning the workflow and connections
Flipchart for ideas
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Large table for spatial planning/mapping
PC with internet connection for research
Number of educators: One event expert, acting as facilitator
Number of participants: Eight per event, so it is possible to work with fifteen who
are working with three events between them

Description of the course
Session One: The 50+ community and its needs:
The aim is to open discussion with the group who will have members of the relevant
50+ community and examine what is its aims and objectives for a community event.
These are the general aims and objectives and should be annotated as a flip chart
exercise
Session Two: The possibilities and parameters of the event:
The aim is to look at all the possibilities given the vision, perceptions and expertise of
the group.
This is a group flip chart/discussion exercise but should begin to analyze the issues
and possible subject areas as follows:


Awareness of general issues from flooding to fire safety to community welfare
to creative local engagement.



Fundraising for good causes across the whole community regardless of age,
religion or sexuality.
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Community identity to draw on a common cultural/historical interest



Common social issues eg crime, anti social behavior etc



Entertainment/festival for communityengagement



Classes to reflect the local interest from gardening to home renovation



A local history project reflecting the needs of the time – anniversaries etc

This should result in detailed research conducted by members of each group.
Session Three: The research phase:
Research will then ‘feed’ the plan
A discussion should bring out the general issues and begin to focus on some common
agendas. This will lead to a ‘desk’ and practical exercise to create an awareness of the
available market and previous and planned events. Thisshouldexaminethefollowing:


The background and tradition of events in the area/country



Similar ‘subject’ events – have there been similar events in the same ‘genre’



Similareventssuccessfulnationally



Similareventssuccessfulinternationally



Attend such events if possible and observe the operation

Sources of information:
The group must research the following to ‘flesh out’ the proposal:


Local archives: via newspaper archives/and online archives



Internet searching :use all ‘key’ indicators: all known names



All organisations relative to the ‘subject’/’content’ of the event



Local people even family for a local event



The managers of the event ideally by direct contact

At this point there must be a proposal identifying a short list of effective and realistic
ideas and reached by consensus within the group
The group must then discuss these and come to a focused idea that will become the
project:
Session Four: The development phase
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Examining the issues required for the activation of the event. This will require the
following, which will vary from region to region, nation to nation:


Understanding the existing licensing rules and arrangements



Anylocalrules



Observing the best practice locally and nationally



Any use of new technology that can be observed



Any new style structures that are more sophisticated

Session Five: Innovation in current practice
The group should look at relevant innovation in their chosen areas. This will enable
them to consider the concept more broadly and examine its viability.


Viarelevantacademicliterature



Awareness of the competition and attending their events



Trademagazines/websites



The Industry bodies and trade associations



The local sector skills council for event training



Industrynetworksandpersonalnetworks



Conferences

Session Six: Creating the event plan
The event then needs to be created will the following elements with a discussion of
the roles and responsibilities including the following.


Management



Production



Marketing



Fundraising



Eventmanagement



Evaluating event success
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The event:
Although not a session itself, the workshops lead to a real event occurring. The event
should then be recorded visually for the evaluation process as well as the ‘simulated
event’ showing the roles and the issues that occur along the way during simulation.
Assessment and Evaluation
This is not only relevant if the ‘event’ is part of an accredited course but important for
the next event or the next series of events. The whole team must be honest about what
worked and what didn’t work as well as ‘scoring’ roles as difficult as this may be.
Certification
This will be managed as part of a specific course structure and the above plan is based
on a QCF (EQF) level 3 course.
Supporting videos
Videos can be selected from many websites, including YouTube that reflect the
interests of the group.
Picture gallery
Examples of promotional materials should be provided to the workshop. These need
to be segmented into target groups and their geography (neighborhood, town, city)
and demonstrate how messages to a chosen audience also have a chosen medium.
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Useful websites
Websites can be used to research legislative and regulatory matters to be considered,
including licensing and applications for licenses (consents).
EVENT INDUSTRY NEWS

http://www.eventindustrynews.co.uk

Online event magazine that provides the latest news to the events
industry. EIN is read by organisers, promoters, event management and
production companies, suppliers, experiential agencies, the corporate
sector, local government and organisations that host exhibitions and
conferences.
EVENTIA

http://eventia.org.uk

The official trade body of the events and live marketing industry
providing leadership and representation on important issues to
Government, regulators and the corporate community. Carries a news
section on its website.
EVCOM

http://www.evcom.org.uk

Event & Visual Communication Association, formed by Eventia (live
events) and IVCA (visual communications). Charges membership fee.
Has a news section, largely of their own (or member) news, but also of
industry news in general.
EVENT MAGAZINE

http://www.eventmagazine.co.uk

“The UK's leading publication for the events industry, covering creative
events, live events, experiential marketing and more.” (Published by
Haymarket.
ACCESS ALL AREAS

http://www.accessaa.co.uk

"Access All Areas has been the UK event industry’s leading magazine
for more than 21 years. It's read by more than 23,500 decision makers,
the people that need to know about your products and services, and the
print/digital circulation is continually updated to guarantee advertisers a
targeted, quality audience."
MEETPIE.COM

http://www.meetpie.com

"Meetpie.com – the event industry's number one portal – is published by
CAT Publications, specialists in the international events industry since
1987." (Mostly seems to cover meetings & incentive travel, but has a
section featuring event industry news too.)
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